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and they therefore charge the Foreign Minister with a grave blunder
in allowing this leakage. But it is inconceivable that Moscow was
not well aware, long before that date, of what was going on in Berlin,
and the blunder, if such it was, would seem to lie not with the leakage
before a certain date but in entering into any such pact at all
The explanation is simple. The pact and whatever secret agree-
ment may be attached to it were concluded by the Japanese military,
the negotiations with Germany having been largely carried on by
Major-General Oshima, the Japanese Military Attache in Berlin.
We do'not know whether these negotiations were conducted with
the blessing of the Japanese Foreign Office, but since the Foreign
Office has long been assiduously working to improve and stabilize
Japan's'relations with the U.S.S.R. as a matter of major policy, it is
reasonable to question whether the shattering effect on those relations
of a pact with Germany would not have been abundantly clear in
advance and whether the civil Government in Tokyo could have
been in sympathy with so sharp a divergence in the political orienta-
tion of Japan's diplomacy. Certainly the pact has called forth
widespread criticism throughout Japan.
Here again the dual system of policy control in Japan would seem
to have manifested itself. At any rate, the die is now cast and it is
obvious that Japan's relations with Soviet Russia have suffered a
rude set-back which is not likely to be overcome in the near future.
Moreover, we may be sure that the Soviet Government will continue
to act on the principle that the only language understood by the
Japanese is force, and that when struck, whether by a minor frontier
incursion or by some broader form of aggression, the wisest policy
to follow is promptly to strike back with double force.
Germany
That the treaty between Japan and Germany envisages anything
in the nature of a pact of military mutual assistance in case of war
seems highly unlikely. It is said that Japan did her best to get
Poland to participate in the arrangement with Germany but without
success, and with Poland independent of commitments, and with
France at Germany's back, it is hardly likely that Germany would
undertake to attack Russia in case of a Soviet war with Japan. Never-
theless, the existence of an agreement for the exchange of military
information and for the supply of arms and ammunition and technical
aid to Japan in return for commercial commodities from Manchuria
is a reasonable hypothesis. Whatever the precise nature of the agree-
ment concluded, it is evident that a new orientation has arisen
in Japan's policy, that her relations with Germany are likely to
be strengthened as time goes on and that this new orientation is bound,
whether intentionally or otherwise, to react unfavourably on any
improvement of Japan's relations not only with Soviet Russia but
with Great Britain and other democracies as well.

